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ADDENDUM NO.:  3 
IFB or RFP NO.:  735 
Description: Furnish, Deliver and Install    
  Interior and Exterior Signage 
Project:  Central New York PC 
Bid Opening Date: 11/4/2022 

 
Specifics of the Addendum:   Provide additional responses to Requests for Information 
 
Q1.  File IFB Attachment - Page 3 - Below ATTACHMENT B states that "Include the % increase for year 2024, 2025, 

2026, 2027 and 2028.". 
 
Can you verify whether providing a pricing for a percentage increase per year is optional or mandatory? Can we 
just Bid on the project to be carried out in 2023?. If it is mandatory, do let us know where to fill that information 
as we do not see anything regarding percentage increases in the price sheet. 

 
A1. Providing the percentage increases for the year 2024 through 2028 is mandatory.  Pursuant to Attachment B of the 

Notice and Information for Bidders, Bidders are asked to complete the Bid Breakdown & Schedule and also include 
an attachment for pricing, with a quantity of 1, for each Sign Type identified in Attachment B.  Bidders are required 
to provide pricing escalation for the years 2024 through 2028 that will be used to proceed with the following 
phases referenced in Attachment B. 

 
 
Q2. File IFB Attachment - Page 115  Project Overview section contains multiple other trades apart from signage, Can 

you confirm whether this is completely a signage bid or are there other trades involved as well? 
 
A2. This bid is for signage only.  The Project Overview references the project’s Scope of Work in its entirety, which 

includes the various trades for the project. 
 
 
Q3. Installer’s qualifications mentioned in the contract documents have to be fulfilled by the general contractor or it 

can be a subcontractor hired by a general contractor? 
 
A3. The Bidder should be an authorized dealer of the specified manufacturer’s signage product and also certified to 

install the product.  If utilizing a subcontractor for the install, the installer should be certified to install the specified 
manufacturer’s signage product.     

 
 
Q4: I just want to confirm that we should base the quantity of signs off the schedule on pages 73/74 (154 signs) 
 And NOT the schedule on pages 12-62 (500+ signs). 
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A4:  The information present on pages 73/74 is one in the same. Pages 12-62 are the comprehensive message schedule 

pages pertaining to each of the sign types detailed on pages 73/74. Pages 73/74 summarize the count. Pages 12-
62 have a separate line item per sign for each sign component. 
 
Both of these page listings contain the information required for Phase 1 Building 77. 

 
 
All other terms and conditions of the original Invitation for Bids shall remain the same.   
 


